
Colour in Abstract Painting 

In this session we will review some of the basics in colour theory and then go 

on to explore some of the ways that we can use colour in abstract art. Some of 

the questions for this exploration are:  

How do you find your preferences and palette in how you use colour? 

Are you drawn to strong and unsaturated colour or more muted and unsatu-

rated hues? 

What emotion and mood do the colours you use evoke in your work?  

Are there particular colours you keep repeating in your work?  

What are your associations to these colours? 

What range of colours do you notice in your work?  

 

The exercises following are useful to help in gaining an understanding of col-

our theory and how to work with colour to create more harmony in your work 

and so use colour expressively.  

 Exploring Colour... 

 Choose a single colour to work with.  Suggested colour is cadmium red.  

You can use your sketchbook for this exercise or a large (A3 or bigger) piece of 

paper.  Begin by dividing your page horizontally into 5 segments. You are going 

to paint a series of small squares of colour, moving horizontally across the 

page using incremental amounts of glazing liquid (matt or gloss medium), then 

white, black, grey and green paint to your red. Each time adding about anoth-

er 10 to 20% of the new colour to the red mixing it in to make the new “red” 

and then painting a small square.  
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Glazing Liquid.  

Begin at the top with the full unadulterated colour at the left hand side.  

Gradually add small amounts of glazing liquid to the paint  mixing as you go.  

Use the new colour to paint a small square from left to right. Notice the effect 

on the colour as you add more glazing liquid and move across the page.  

White, Black & Grey 

On the next row begin again with the unadulterated paint without glazing liq-

uid. This time add white to your mix. Remember to begin with only a very 

small amount, about 90% red and 10% white mix.  Add the white to the red 

gradually. Paint squares again across the page adding more white for each new 

square.  

For the next row we are going to add black following the same procedure as 

detailed above.  

For the next row first create a neutral mix of grey using 50% white and black. 

Mix up enough grey to be able to compete a full row of squares. Once you 

have this neutral grey mix add this gradually to your colour, again following 

the procedure detailed above.  

Complementary 

Finally use the complement of red which is green and add this gradually to see 

what effect this has.  

You might like to add notes under each of the rows so that you can note down 

proportions of the mix as you are going along.  
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 Exploring Colour Harmony 

For this next part of the exercise take three colours. An example might be cad-

mium red, sap green and cerulean.   Take a small equal amount of each and 

mix together to create your “harmony” colour.  

As in the previous exercise,  experiment with adding this harmony mix to your 

each of your original three colours in small incremental amounts. Create an-

other grid of small squares as you are doing this. With this exercise it can be 

useful to keep notes of what each row is and the proportions.  

Other variations on this exercise is to repeat the process above with each orig-

inal colour plus the harmony colour with the addition of white, black and grey 

as well.  The variations are many! 

 

Colour Studies 

In the exercises below make use of mixed colours only.  Use nothing that is 

fully saturated, ie straight from the tube without mixing.  

Study one  

Create a small study, using shape and line and only analogous colours plus 

black and white.   

Study two 

Create another small study, again using line and shape and three colours, plus 

black and white. Make lots of use of colour harmonies in this piece.  
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